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Engineering Hydrology Jan 24 2022
Applied Hydrogeology of Fractured Rocks Jun 24 2019 Hydrology is a topical and growing subject, as the earth's water resources become scarcer
and more vulnerable. Although more than half the surface area of continents is covered with hard fractured rocks, there has until now been no single
book available dealing specifically with fractured rock hydrogeology. This book deals comprehensively with the fundamental principles for
understanding these rocks, as well as with exploration techniques and assessment. It also provides in-depth discussion of structural mapping, remote
sensing, geophysical exploration, GIS, field hydraulic testing, groundwater quality and contamination, geothermal reservoirs, and resources
assessment and management. Hydrogeological aspects of various lithology groups, including crystalline rocks, volcanic rocks, carbonate rocks and
clastic formations, are dealt with separately, using and discussing examples from all over the world. Applied Hydrogeology of Fractured Rocks will be
an invaluable reference source for postgraduate students, researchers, exploration scientists, and engineers engaged in the field of groundwater
development in fractured rock areas.
Hydraulic Research in the United States and Canada, 1972 Jan 30 2020
Current Hydraulic Laboratory Research in the United States Feb 10 2021
Miscellaneous Publication - National Bureau of Standards Oct 09 2020
NBS Special Publication May 16 2021
Hydraulic Research in the United States 1968 Nov 09 2020
Hydrology and Floodplain Analysis Mar 14 2021 This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or
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print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. For undergraduate and graduate courses in Hydrology. This text offers a clear and
up-to-date presentation of fundamental concepts and design methods required to understand hydrology and floodplain analysis. It addresses the
computational emphasis of modern hydrology and provides a balanced approach to important applications in watershed analysis, floodplain
computation, flood control, urban hydrology, stormwater design, and computer modeling. This text is perfect for engineers and hydrologists.
Hydrology Oct 28 2019
Selected Water Resources Abstracts Jul 26 2019
Hydrology of the Hawaiian Islands Jun 16 2021 Why is groundwater the predominant drinking water source in Hawaii? Why are groundwater
sources susceptible to pesticide contamination? How long does it take for water in the mountains to journey by land and underground passages to
reach the coast? Answers to questions such as these are essential to understanding the principles of hydrology—the science of the movement,
distribution, and quality of water—in Hawaii. Due to the humid tropical climate, surrounding ocean, volcanic earth, and high mountains, many
hydrologic processes in the Islands are profoundly different from those of large continents and other climatic zones. Management of water, land, and
environment must be informed by appropriate analyses, or communities and ecosystems face great uncertainty and may be at risk. The protection of
groundwater, coastal waters, and streams from pollution and the management of flood hazards are also significant. This volume presents applications
of hydrology to these critical issues. The authors begin by outlining fundamental hydrologic theories and the current general knowledge then expand
into a formal discussion specific to Hawaii and the distinctive elements and their interrelations under natural and human-influenced conditions. They
include chapters on rainfall and climate, evaporation, groundwater, and surface runoff. Details on the quantification of hydrologic processes are
available to those with more technical knowledge, but general readers with an interest in the topic—one of singular importance for the Hawaiian
Islands—will find much in the volume that is timely and accessible.
Mathematical Models in Geophysics Sep 07 2020
Watershed Hydrology Nov 21 2021
Computational Hydraulics and Hydrology May 28 2022 Computational hydraulics and hydrologic modeling are rapidly developing fields with a wide
range of applications in areas ranging from wastewater disposal and stormwater management to civil and environmental engineering. These fields
are full of promise, but the abundance of literature that now exists contains many new terms that are not always def
Inland Flood Hazards Dec 31 2019 This edited volume was originally published in 2000 and presents a comprehensive, interdisciplinary review of
issues related to inland flood hazards. It addresses physical controls on flooding, flood processes and effects, and responses to flooding, from the
perspective of human, aquatic, and riparian communities. Individual chapter authors are recognized experts in their fields who draw on examples
and case studies of inland flood hazards from around the world. This volume is unusual among treatments of flood hazards in that it addresses how
the non-occurrence of floods, in association with flow regulation and other human manipulation of river systems, may create hazards for aquatic and
riparian communities. This book will be a valuable resource for everyone associated with inland flood hazards: professionals in government and
industry, and researchers and graduate students in civil engineering, geography, geology, hydrology, hydraulics, and ecology.
Applied Hydrology Apr 14 2021 Hidrologic analysis., Hidrologic design., Design storms., Design flows.
Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Geomorphology of the Bonneville Flood Oct 21 2021 O'Connor (geosciences, U. of Arizona) studies the effects of the
Pleistocene failure of the Red Rock Pass dam from that point to Lewiston, Idaho. Lake Bonneville's surface dropped some 108 meters in a matter of
days. Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or.
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Applied Hydrogeology Jul 30 2022 There is a continued demand for well-trained and competent hydrogeologists, especially in the environmental
sector. For decades, Fetter’s Applied Hydrogeology has helped prepare students to excel in careers in hydrogeology or other areas of environmental
science and engineering where a strong background in hydrogeology is needed. The text’s long-standing tradition as a vital resource is further
enhanced in the fifth edition by Kreamer’s added expertise. Stressing the application of mathematics to problem-solving, example problems
throughout the book provide students the opportunity to gain a much deeper understanding of the material. Some important topics include the
properties of aquifers, the principles of groundwater flow, water chemistry, water quality and contamination, and groundwater development and
management. The addition of new case studies and end-of-chapter problems will strengthen understanding of the occurrence and movement of
ground water in a variety of geological settings.
Problem Solving in Engineering Hydrology Sep 27 2019 Objectives of the book are meant to fulfill the main learning outcomes for students
registered in named courses, which covered the following: - Solving problems in hydrology and making decisions about hydrologic issues that involve
uncertainty in data, scant/incomplete data, and the variability of natural materials. - Designing a field experiment to address a hydrologic question. Evaluating data collection practices in terms of ethics. - Interpret basic hydrological processes such as groundwater flow, water quality issues, water
balance and budget at a specific site at local and regional scales based on available geological maps and data sets. - Conceptualizing hydrogeology of
a particular area in three dimensions and be able to predict the effects on a system when changes are imposed on it. Learning outcomes are expected
to include the following: - Overview of essential concepts encountered in hydrological systems. - Developing a sound understanding of concepts as
well as a strong foundation for their application to real-world, in-the-field problem solving. - Acquisition of knowledge by learning new concepts, and
properties and characteristics of water. - Cognitive skills through thinking, problem solving and use of experimental work and inferences - Numerical
skills through application of knowledge in basic mathematics and supply issues. - Student becomes responsible for their own learning through
solution of assignments, laboratory exercises and report writing. "Problem solving in engineering hydrology" is primarily proposed as an addition and
a supplementary guide to fundamentals of engineering hydrology. Nevertheless, it can be sourced as a standalone problem solving text in
engineering hydrology. The book targets university students and candidates taking first degree courses in any relevant engineering field or related
area. The document is valued to have esteemed benefits to postgraduate students and professional engineers and hydrologists. Likewise, it is
expected that the book will stimulate problem solving learning and quicken self-teaching. By writing such a script it is hoped that the included
worked examples and problems will guarantee that the booklet is a precious asset to student-centered learning. To achieve such objectives immense
care was paid to offer solutions to selected problems in a well-defined, clear and discrete layout exercising step-by-step procedure and clarification of
the related solution employing vital procedures, methods, approaches, equations, data, figures and calculations. The new edition of the book hosted
the incorporation of computer model programs for the different hydrological scenarios and encountered problems presented throughout the book.
Developed programs were coded with Microsoft Visual Basic.NET 10 programming language, using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional
Edition. Most of the examples herein have an equivalent code listed alongside through the text. To avoid repetition though, some example programs
were omitted whenever there was resemblance to another example elsewhere, to which the reader is kindly requested to refer to.
Unsaturated Flow in Hydrologic Modeling Jul 06 2020 This volume certainly is a Conference Proceedings, the Proceedings of the NATO
Advanced Research Workshop (ARW) on "Unsaturated Flow in Hydrologic Modeling" held at "Les Villages du Soleil" near ArIes, France from June 13
to 17, 1988. Let me therefore acknowledge properly, at the very beginning, the gratitude of all the participants to the NATO Science Committee for
its generous support and worthwhile goal of bringing together scientists of many countries to communicate and share their experiences. Particular
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thanks are extended to the director of the program, Dr. Luis Vega da Cunha for his interest and understanding. On the other hand this volume is also,
and probably more so, a Textbook that fills a gap in the field of unsaturated flow. Many treatises on the subject present the theory in its different
aspects. Hardly any explain in details how the different pieces can be put together to address realistic problems at the basin scale. The various
invited contributions to the ARW were structured in a subject progression much as chapters are organized in a book. The intent of the ARW was to
assess the current state of knowledge in "Unsaturated Flow" and its use in "Hydrologic Modeling Practice". In a sense the interest in fundamentals of
unsaturated flow in this ARW was not just for the sake of knowledge but also and primarily for the sake of action. Can such fundamental knowledge
be utilized for better management of the water resource? was the basic question.
Hydraulic Research in the United States and Canada Apr 02 2020
Applied Hydrology Nov 02 2022
Environmental Hydrology, Second Edition Aug 26 2019 The technological advances of recent years include the emergence of new remote sensing
and geographic information systems that are invaluable for the study of wetlands, agricultural land, and land use change. Students, hydrologists, and
environmental engineers are searching for a comprehensive hydrogeologic overview that supplements information on hydrologic processes with data
on these new information technology tools. Environmental Hydrology, Second Edition builds upon the foundation of the bestselling first edition by
providing a qualitative understanding of hydrologic processes while introducing new methods for quantifying hydrologic parameters and processes.
Written by authors with extensive multidisciplinary experience, the text first discusses the components of the hydrologic cycle, then follows with
chapters on precipitation, stream processes, human impacts, new information system applications, and numerous other methods and strategies. By
updating this thorough text with the newest analytical tools and measurement methodologies in the field, the authors provide an ideal reference for
students and professionals in environmental science, hydrology, soil science, geology, ecological engineering, and countless other environmental
fields.
Nature-Based Solutions to Climate Change Adaptation in Urban Areas May 04 2020 This open access book brings together research findings and
experiences from science, policy and practice to highlight and debate the importance of nature-based solutions to climate change adaptation in urban
areas. Emphasis is given to the potential of nature-based approaches to create multiple-benefits for society. The expert contributions present
recommendations for creating synergies between ongoing policy processes, scientific programmes and practical implementation of climate change
and nature conservation measures in global urban areas. Except where otherwise noted, this book is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
History of Hydrogeology Aug 07 2020 Lessons can be learnt from the past; from time to time it is useful for practitioners to look back over the
historical developments of their science. Hydrogeology has developed from humble beginnings into the broad church of investigatory procedures
which collectively form the modern-day hydrogeologist’s tool box. Hydrogeology remains a branch of the over-arching science of geology and today
provides analysis of the sub-surface part of the water cycle within a holistic approach to problem solving. The History of Hydrogeology, is a first
attempt to bring the story of the evolution of the science of hydrogeology together from a country- or region-specific viewpoint. It does not cover
history to the present day, nor does it deal with all countries involved in groundwater studies, but rather takes the story for specific key countries up
and until about the period 1975 to 1980. This is when hydrogeology was still evolving and developing, and in some areas doing so quite rapidly. The
book has been written not only for practitioners of hydrogeology and hydrology but also for teachers and students to see the context of the evolution
of the science around the globe. The History of Hydrogeology will also be of interest to science historians and all those interested in the role that
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individuals, institutes and nations have played over the years in defining modern day studies of groundwater.
Concise Hydrology Aug 19 2021
Introduction to Hydrometeorology Dec 23 2021 Introduction to Hydrometeorology is the study of the hydrolic cycle, which is the circulation of
water from the seas, into the atmosphere, and back to either land or sea. This book describes hydrometeorology or the application of meteorology to
problems that pertain to hydrology, and then discusses the approach, through meteorology, to the solution of hydrologic problems. This text outlines
observation methods on the subject and discusses the applications of hydrometeorology to problems encountered in the study of river and lake
behaviors. Topics include precipitation, melting of ice, streamflows, lakes, evaporation, and evapotranspiration. The frequently used methods in
analysis, such as employing statistics to hydrometereological problems, precipitation analysis, and streamflow routing are explained. This text also
shows how extending streamflow records can be helpful in predicting the regime or course of a stream in the future. Records of seasonal and annual
flow, flood runoff, peak discharge, as well as seasons of low flow and drought become useful tools in estimating the frequency and magnitude of
streamflows. After which, the book discusses possible engineering designs in irrigation, storm sewers, and reservoirs. The text looks into the ways
how human has influenced the hydrologic cycle through induced precipitation, melting of ice covers, and urbanization. Lastly, some climactic trends
and cycles that bring about climate change and water resource development are discussed. This text can be used by students studying hydrology and
those with meteorology majors. This book can also be read by meteorologists, environmentalists, and people working in general earth sciences.
National Bureau of Standards Miscellaneous Publication Dec 11 2020
Handbook of Applied Hydrology, Second Edition Jun 28 2022 Fully Updated Hydrology Principles, Methods, and Applications Thoroughly revised
for the first time in 50 years, this industry-standard resource features chapter contributions from a “who’s who” of international hydrology experts.
Compiled by a colleague of the late Dr. Chow, Chow’s Handbook of Applied Hydrology, Second Edition, covers scientific and engineering
fundamentals and presents all-new methods, processes, and technologies. Complete details are provided for the full range of ecosystems and models.
Advanced chapters look to the future of hydrology, including climate change impacts, extraterrestrial water, social hydrology, and water security.
Chow’s Handbook of Applied Hydrology, Second Edition, covers: · The Fundamentals of Hydrology · Data Collection and Processing · Hydrology
Methods · Hydrologic Processes and Modeling · Sediment and Pollutant Transport · Hydrometeorologic and Hydrologic Extremes · Systems
Hydrology · Hydrology of Large River and Lake Basins · Applications and Design · The Future of Hydrology
Open-channel Hydraulics Aug 31 2022 Open-Channel Hydraulics, originally published in 1959, deals with the design for flow in open channels and
their related structures. Covering both theory and practice, it attempts to bridge the gap that generally exists between the two. Theory is introduced
first and is then applied to design problems. In many cases the application of theory is illustrated with practical examples. Theory is frequently
simplified by adopting theoretically less rigorous treatments with sound concepts, by avoiding use of advanced mathematical manipulations, or by
replacing such manipulations with practical numerical procedures. To facilitate understanding of the subject matter, the treatment is mostly based
on the condition of one- or two-dimensional flow. The book deals mainly with American practice but also includes related information from many
countries throughout the world. Material is divided into five main sections for an orderly and logical treatment of the subject: Basic Principles.
Uniform Flow, Varied Flow, Rapidly Varied Flow, and Unsteady Flow. There are 67 illustrative examples, 282 illustrations, 319 problems, and 810
references. This classic textbook was the first English-language book on the subject in two decades. Open-Channel Hydraulics is a valuable text for
students of engineering mechanics. hydraulics. civil. agricultural. sanitary. and mechanical engineering, and a helpful compendium for practicing
engineers. Dr. Ven Te Chow was a Professor of Hydraulic Engineering and led the hydraulic engineering research and teaching programs at the
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University of Illinois. Through many years of experience as a teacher, engineer, researcher, writer. lecturer, and consultant, he became an
internationally recognized leader in the fields of hydraulics, hydrology and hydraulic engineering. Dr. Ven Te Chow authored two technical books and
more than 60 articles and papers in scientific an engineering magazines and journals. He was a member of lAHR, ASCE, AGU, AAAS, SEE, and Sigma
Xi, and had been Chairman of the American Geophysical Union's Permanent Research Committee on Runoff.
Teton Solution Mining Project, Operation Licenses Sep 19 2021
Urban Storm Water Management Jun 04 2020 Covering all elements of the storm water runoff process, Urban Storm Water Management includes
numerous examples and case studies to guide practitioners in the design, maintenance, and understanding of runoff systems, erosion control
systems, and common design methods and misconceptions. It covers storm water management in practice and in regulatio
Hydrology : Principles, Analysis And Design Feb 22 2022 An attempt is made to place before students (degree and post-degree) and professionals
in the fields of Civil and Agricultural Engineering, Geology and Earth Sciences, this important branch of Hydroscience, i.e., Hydrology. It deals with
all phases of the Hydrologic cycle and related opics in a lucid style and in metric system. There is a departure from empiricism, with emphasis on
collection of hydrological data, processing and analysis of data, and hydrological design on sound principles and matured judgement. Large number
of hydrological design problems are worked out at the end of each article, to illustrate the principles involved and the design procedure. Problems for
assignment are given at the end of each chapter, along with objective type and intelligence questions.
A Method for Evaluating Water-level Response to Hydrologic Stresses in Karstic Wetlands in Central Florida, Using a Simple Water-balance Model
Mar 26 2022 TANK.DAT: a sample of the data file required for running the model.
Hydraulic Research in the United States Jan 12 2021
Handbook of Hydrology Jul 18 2021 An all-inclusive reference covering all practical aspects of hydrology. Twenty-nine chapters in four major
sections: I. Hydrologic Cycle; II. Hydrologic Transport; III. Hydrologic Statistics; IV. Hydrologic Technology. 500 illustrations.
Elementary Hydrology Apr 26 2022 Students are exposed to hydrology for the first time primarily through this course, and students taking the
course have not had an opportunity to be exposed to hydrologic jargon before. And, in most cases this course may be the only course the students
may have in hydrology in their undergraduate schooling. Therefore, this hydrology course must be at an elementary level, present basic concepts of
hydrology, and develop a flavor for application of hydrology to the solution of a range of environmental problems. It is these considerations that
motivated the writing of this book.
Urban Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Stormwater Quality Mar 02 2020 A practical introduction on today's challenge of controlling and managing
the water resources used by and affected by cities and urbanized communities. The book offers an integrated engineering approach, covering the
spectrum of urban watershed management, urban hydraulic systems, and overall stormwater management. Each chapter concludes with helpful
problems. Solutions Manual available to qualified professors and instructors upon request. Introduces the reader to two popular, non-proprietary
computer-modeling pro-grams: HEC-HMS (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) and SWMM (U.S EPA).
Great Lakes Basin Library Nov 29 2019
Applied Hydrology Oct 01 2022
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